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The finite Fourier transform is discussed from the viewpoint of finite dimensional 
algebras over commutative rings. Three main consequences of this approach are 
developed. First we assunle G to be an arbitrary finite Abelian group of order n and R 
to be a commutative integral domain. It is shown that the group algebra R[G'] is 
isomorphic to the "pointwise multiplication" algebra R n if and only if R contains 1In 
together with a primitive m-th root of unity, where m is the exponent of G, Matrix 
representations of the isomorphisms are derived and each is called a generalized finite 
Fourier transform. The finite Walsh and Hadamard transforms are of course special 
cases. More important is the result that Fourier transforms may be defined over finite 
fields of appropriate characteristic. The second development involves the systematic 
use of tensor products of algebras in order to induce faetorization of the fourier trans- 
form matrix. This results in a general decomposition formula from which all possible 
versions of the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm may be derived. Specifically both the 
Cooley-Tukey and Good algorithms are induced by a single functional congruence, the 
solutions to which define all algorithms of the Fast Fourier Transform type. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
The goal of this paper is to present he theory of the finite Fourier transform in a 
concise and mathematically precise form. A strictly algebraic approach is taken 
throughout; however, the technical level is modest and requires only the basic notions 
of (Abelian) groups, rings and algebras. The treatment is largely self-contained since 
it is intended to bridge the gap between the abstract theory of Fourier analysis on 
groups and the concrete applications to problems in engineering and physical science. 
Most of the topics discussed are either new or inadequately treated in the previous 
literature. Accordingly, many useful but well-known properties of the finite Fourier 
transform are omitted from the discussion. 
The paper treats two main topics; (i) an algebraic haracterization f the finite 
Fourier transform and (ii) a theoretical discussion of the Fast Fourier Transform 
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algorithm. After a brief presentation of background prerequisites and motivation we 
develop in Section 3 a generalization of the standard Fourier transform both with 
respect o the underlying roup and with respect o the number ing over which it 
is defined. The "group generalization" is fairly obvious and has been noted several 
times in the recent literature on Walsh and Hadamard transforms. The generalization 
to rings other than the complex numbers i  not well known and is potentially significant. 
The main result is Theorem 3.1. Mathematicians may complain that the results of 
Section 3 are implicit and more succinctly stated in the language of Hopf algebras. 
However, any gain in elegance would surely be more than offset by the decimation of 
the potential audience. 
Section 4 connects the factorization of the transform dimension with a tensor 
product decomposition f the underlying algebras. This in turn induces the factoriza- 
tions of the transform map upon which the Fast Fourier Transform algorithms are 
ultimately based. An approach along these lines was implicit in the pioneering paper 
of Good [1]; however, his formalism falls considerably short of the general result in 
Theorem 4.1. 
Section 5 develops aunified and hopefully definitive approach to a group of revolu- 
tionary algorithms for the rapid computation of finite Fourier transforms. (The so- 
called Fast Fourier Transform algorithms [2]). The method of analysis eems to be 
completely new and should provide a firm conceptual framework on which further 
theoretical generalizations may be based. 
Below is a partial list of notational definitions, intended to provide more flexible 
access to the material which follows. 
Un:  
Zn: 
R[6q: 
R n : 
R*: 
S.: 
ISI :  
(a, b) : 
A@B:  
n[m: 
IF: 
~n(r, s) : 
n-point Fourier transform atrix 
cyclic group of order n 
group algebra of G over the ring R. 
pointwise algebra of n-tuples from the ring R. 
multiplicative semigroup of the ring R 
group of permutations on n symbols 
set of integers, 0, 1,..., k -  1 
cardinality of the set S 
greatest common divisor of a and b 
Kronecker product of matrices A and B 
the integer n divides the integer m evenly 
end of proof 
Kronecker symbol; 1 if r ~- s (mod n), 0 otherwise 
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2. BACKGROUND 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f -~  (fo ,fl ,...,f~-:) be a complex n-vector. The discrete 
(or finite)Fourier transform off is the vector f ~-- (fo , fl ..... j~_:) where 
n-1 
L= Z fJ e~ikj/'; k=0,1  .... ,n - -1  (2.1) 
5=0 
In matrix notation, 
f - -  L~f; (b~,)~j = e 2~k~f". (2.2) 
The engineering literature abounds with rationalizations or "derivations" of the 
above definition. (See, e.g., Cooley, et al. [3] where the connection with the Fourier 
integral is made precise.) An an example, consider a periodic band-limited function 
f(t). Such a function will have a finite Fourier series representation with maximum 
harmonic h. Then it is easily seen that (2.1) with n = 2h + 1 gives the Fourier 
coefficients off(t) provided that (f0, f :  ,.--, f~-:) represents n samples o f f  equispaced 
over its period. 
In the more abstract setting of Fourier analysis on groups (see Rudin [4]), the 
definition eeds no rationalization. Here one considers an Abelian group G as a locally 
compact topological space. Associated with G is a measure (the so-called Haar measure), 
a set LI(G) of complex-valued Haar-integrable functions and a second group G*, 
called the dual of G. The elements of G* are the continuous homomorphisms of G 
into the group of complex numbers of unit modulus. G* becomes a group under 
pointwise multiplication. If now f6L:(G) the Fourier transform o f f  is a complex- 
valued function with domain G*, the value at 7, ~ G* being defined as 
f(r) =: f cf(g)(r, g) d~(g), (2.3) 
where (7, g) denotes the evaluation of 7/at g G G. 
If we take for G the real line (R) with the usual topology and addition as group 
operation, we find that the only continuous homomorphisms into the circle group are 
the complex exponentials (called the characters of R). Specifying each character uni- 
quely by its real "frequency" ~o, (2.3) becomes 
At the other extreme we consider the cyclic group of order n, Z n , with the discrete 
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topology. The derivation of 7,,,* is trivial from its definition and thus we see that (2.1) 
is the specialization of (2.3) to the case of finite cyclic groups. 
The foregoing approach immediately suggests generalizing (2.1) to cover arbitrary 
finite Abelian groups. Appealing to the well-known structure theorem for these 
groups (see, e.g., Hu [5]) we may assume that G is a direct sum of cyclic groups, say 
G : Z% @ --" @ Z,~. Indexing elements of G and G* by integer k-tuples it will be 
shown that (2.3) becomes 
nx--1 n~l  
f e2rr zY~l r~ sj/nj 
Sl--O sk=O 
0 -~ rj < n~ 
(2.4) 
At least two special cases of the above k-dimensional finite Fourier transform have 
been dealt with extensively in the literature. In case n x -- n 2 -- -- nk = 2, (2.4) 
defines an Hadamard transform [6, 7] while if n 1 = n 2 -- -- nl~ = p, (2.4) is the 
generalized finite Walsh transform [6, 8]. 
It is interesting to observe that although the finite Fourier transform is of great 
practical significance, it has received little careful mathematical treatment. The obvious 
reason is that the theory generated by (2.3) has belonged to analysis where the case 
of finite groups is a triviality. However, the discovery of the Fast Fourier Transform 
algorithm, by stimulating reat interest in the finite theory, has raised many new 
issues which have no clear continuous counterpart. 
The idea of a rigorous algebraic approach to finite Fourier transform theory was 
suggested to the author in private conversation with R. E. Kalman. An independent 
and concurrent development of some of the theory was carried out by Blaekwell [9] 
in his study of logic classification, while Depeyrot [10] has considered some extensions 
to the case of non-Abelian groups. 
3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF TtIE FINITE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
In the study of linear processes, homogeneous in space and/or time, one is constantly 
confronted by the convolution of functions defined on real n-space. The Fourier 
transform then appears as a device through which one passes isomorphicaUy from the 
convolution algebra of square integrable functions to the so-called pointwise multiplica- 
tion algebra of these functions. 
In applying the above idea to functions defined on a set of n points we see that the 
notion of homogeneous translation is meaningful only if addition in the underlying 
domain is interpreted modulo n. Generalizing, suppose G is any finite group and R 
a commutative ring with identity. We have the following: 
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DEFINITION 3.1. The group algebra of G over R is the free module of formal sums, 
R[G] z~ lo~ar(g) "g l r(g) E R I, 
with pointwise addition and scalar multiplication. An algebra structure is provided 
by a product called convolution. If f, h6R[G], their convolution f*h E R[G] is 
defined by 
(f*h)(g) = E f(t) h(g " t-l). (3.1) 
The present formulation suggests the following: 
Problem. Assuming G to be a group of n elements (notation: I G ] = n) what are 
the necessary and sufficient conditions on R and G so that R[G] is isomorphic to the 
pointwise multiplication algebra of n-tuples from R (notation: Rn = R @) ... @ R = 
direct sum of rings). 
In case G is non-Abelian, one is led to the Wedderburn Structure theorem for group 
algebras (see [11]), and isomorphism with the commutative algebra, R" is impossible. 
We shall specialize to the following 
ASSUMVTmNS. G will be a finite Abelian group t G ] ---- n, and R will be a commu- 
tative ring with identity and no zero divisors (i.e., an integral domain). 
Using the fundamental structure theorem [5], G is isomorphic to a unique sum of 
cyclic groups 
k 
G ~ Z,1 @ "'" G Z,,; I ]  nj = n; ni I ni+l. (3.2) 
1 
Through the identification (3.2) we shall henceforth take G to be the set of k-tuples 
{sl ,..., sk) f 0 ~< si < hi} which forms a group under addition modulo (n 1 ,..., nk). 
If we let _Ej be the cyclic generator (0,..., 1 ..... 0), (I in j-th component), then elements 
of G are vectors 
k 
_s = ~ sj_~j; 0 ~ sj < nj, 
j= l  
and R[G] = (E~ r(.0" s I r(.s) ~ R). 
We first determine all homomorphisms U : R[G] -+ R n, Since U must be R-linear 
we take the elements of G as basis for R[G] and the standard unit vectors e 0 = 
(1 ..... 0),..., en_ t = (0,..., 1) as basis in R '~ and specify U by its matrix elements. Thus 
U r(.s). = 2 r(.s) 2 u,(s)ej. (3.3) 
_ ~ J~O 
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Clearly, U will map the convolution product homomorphically to the pointwise 
product if and only if, 
V(s + ~:') = ~7(:) 9 u(~'), v_~, _~' ~ a .  
Using the fact that e~ 9 ej == ~(i, j) ' ej defines the product in R n, we conclude that U 
is a homomorphism if each component map uj satisfies 
uj(s + s') ,= u3(~ ) 9 uj(~'); j --- 0, 1 ..... n -- 1. (3.4) 
To summarize the foregoing, we shall need the following 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let G be a finite Abelian group, R a commutative ring with 
identity, 1, and R* the multiplicative monoid of R. Then the set of all homomorphisms, 
7 : G --~ R* forms a (multiplicative) Abelian group which we denote by Horn(G, R*). 
Notation. We let (~,, g) represent the evaluation of~, atg e G. Horn(G, R*) becomes 
a group under pointwise multiplication defined by, 
(y .y, ,g) .... (~,,g) .(~/,g); (y-l,g) _ (~,, __g); (1,g) = 1. (3.5) 
Verification of the group axioms is straightforward. 
Clearly, each uj defined by (3.3) and (3.4) is an element of Horn(G, R*). The 
converse also holds, implying that an R-linear map U:R[G]- -*  R n is an algebra 
homomorphism iff each (induced) component map is of the form 
ix : R[G] --,- R :  f --~ ~ f(~) -(~,, s) ~ f(y) (3.6) 
s~G 
for some ~, ~ Horn(G, R*). 
Recalling that ] G ] -= n, it is clearly necessary that J Horn(G, R*)] ~ n if the maps 
defined by (3.6) are to be components of an isomorphism. (The rows of the matrix U 
must be distinct.) The required restriction on R is quite well known; namely, 
I Horn(G, R*)[ ~- n ~ R* contains aprimitive m-th root of unity. (3.7) 
Here m is the exponent of G, i.e., the least positive integer m, such that m 'g ~ 0 
for everyg ~ G. In the notation of (3.2), m ~: nk. Aprimit ivep-th root of unity in R* 
is any generator of a (multiplicative) cyclic group of order p. We henceforth use the 
notation Z~ C R*, in case R* contains a primitive p-th root. 
The proof of (3.7) is based on a simple counting argument. Assume first that G = Zq. 
Then each 7 E Hom(Zq, R*) is defined uniquely by (~, 1), for, obviously, (7, s) = 
(),, 1) ~. Noting that (7, 0) = 1 (R is an integral domain), we conclude that 
(y, 0) =~ (~,, q) - (7, I f  = 1. (3.8) 
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Thus if Z~ C R* we have q distinct solutions to (3.8). Hence I Hom(Z~, R*)[ = q. 
If conversely, i Hom(Z~, R*)[ -- q, it follows that (3.8) must have q distinct roots. 
It is well known that these roots form a cyclic group [12, p. 112], and therefore 
r R*. 
To extend the argument to any finite Abelian group G we observe that the canonical 
decomposition (3.2) induces the decomposition, 
Horn(G, R*) ~ Hom(Zn,, R*) O "'" G Hom(Z.~, R*). (3.9) 
Since ni I nk for all i ~< k, it follows that Zn~ C R* is equivalent to Z,~ C R* for 
i = 1 .... , k. Application of the foregoing argument to each summand in (3.9) completes 
the verification of (3.7). 
To establish the invertibility of the homomorphism (3.6), we shall need the following 
well-known orthogonality relations. 
FACT. Let G have exponent m and assume Z,~ C R*. Then 
~|G[ =n if 7 '=  1 
2 .s) (3.10a) ~c ~ ~0 otherwise 
~[hom(G,R*)] =n i f . s=0 
E (7', (3.10b) ~hom(G,R*) ~- ~0 otherwise. 
The following theorem summarizes the discussion. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be an Abelian group of order n and exponent m. Assume R 
to be a commutative integral domain containing 1In. Then, 
R[G] "~ Rn-cc- Z~ C R * 
Proof. =~ This is a consequence of (3.7). 
<= Since I Hom(G, R*)] = n, we may identify R n with the algebra of functions 
f : Hom(G, R*) --+R, under pointwise multiplication. Accordingly, we define the map, 
U: R[G] --~ R ~ : f - -~f  
(3.11) 
f :  Hom(G, R*) --~ R :  Y -'-~f(7') = E f(_s)(7', _s). 
seG 
This map is a homomorphism (see (3.6)) and has an inverse given by 
V:  R" --+ R[G] : / -+  f 
1 
f :  0 -~ R :  s --~ - E f@)(7, --s). 
n v~Homta,R*) 
(3.12) 
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To verify invertibility, compute 
1 ~ (~,, ~) 
v .  v(f)(_~) = ; f(r)(r ,  -~)  = Y. f(s_') . 1 ~ s' - -  
s'eG n "v.~HomlG,R*) 
= f(s) (using (3.10b)). 
Thus V" U -- I ,  and similarly for U" V. This establishes the isomorphism. 
Note that n -1 ~ R is essential to the definition of the inverse map (3.12). In particular, 
this rules out the ring of integers, a 
DEFINITION 3.3. We shall call any isomorphism of the form (3.11) a (generalized) 
finite Fourier transform. 
Several consequences of Theorem 3.I should be noted. 
(1) In case R = c~ (the complex number field), we always have R[G] ~ R n by 
the algebraic losure of C~. Here Horn(G, R*) ~ G* is called the dual group or character 
group of G [9, l l] and it is welt known that G m G*. In particular, there are nj 
solutions to (y, _E~) ~*j = l, these being {e2~ir~/nJ; 0 ~ r~ .< nj}. Thus each character 
may be identified with the k-tuple (r 1 ,..., rk), and (3.11) becomes 
nr-1 nk--1 
f.,'",'k---' Z "" X f.r",~k e"iY'~"'/"' 
Sl-=0 8k~O 
which is the standard multidimensional transform defined in (2.4). We note therefore 
that the finite Fourier transform is characterized by the requirement that it map 
convolution isomorphically topointwise product. 
(2) Observing that the isomorphism (3.11) is determined by the component 
maps only, and not by their relative order in the matrix U, we see that there are n! 
distinct isomorphisms of R[G] -+ R n, each related to all the others by a permutation 
applied to the rows of U. If now G = Z,~ and ~ is a primitive n-th root of unity in R*, 
the Fourier transform corresponding to (2. l) is 
n--1 
u.  : f -,. f : fk = Y', f j~ ' .  (3.13) 
j=O 
Suppose that a belongs to the permutation group on n symbols (notation: cr E S~) with 
corresponding matrix defined by (P(~r))rs ~ 8(~r(r), s). Then the map 
n-1 
U,~((~) _~. P(a) U,~ : f -+ f : f~ = ~_, f~,,(k).~ (3.14) 
j=O 
a The author wishes to thank the referee for drawing this point to his attention. 
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is also an algebra isomorphism and may often be used with profit in place of the 
"usual" transform (3.13). 
(3) Suppose R is the finite field of prime characteristic p (denoted Z/pZ). 
Since the multiplicative group of this field is cyclic [12] and of order (p -- 1), Theorem 
3.1 states that Fourier analysis on (Z/pZ)[G] will be possible iff m I (P -- 1) where m 
is the exponent of G. This generalization is of more than academic interest, for it 
permits one to avoid complex arithmetic in the transform computations. The price 
paid is the requirement that all computations must be faithfully "embedded" in some 
field Z/pZ. Suppose, for example, we wish to compute u*v where u and v are n vectors 
of positive integers. (There is no essential loss of generality here since the transforma- 
tion ui --~ c~ui + fi = ui (positive and integral) will modify the convolution by an 
easily calculated constant factor). We suppose that p is chosen as the largest prime, 
compatible with the computer word size, for which n divides (p -- 1) evenly. If we 
can guarantee that each component of u* v is less than p then the computation may be 
embedded in Z/pZ. This suggests using a transform of the form (3.13) with ~ chosen 
to be any cyclic generator of Z/pZ. All arithmetic would of course be done in integer 
mode, modulo p. 
Though the author was initially unaware of their work, ideas similar to those above 
have been proposed by D. Knuth [18] and A. Schonhage and V. Strassen [19]. The 
latter have investigated algorithms for rapidly computing the product of n digit binary 
numbers. Roughly speaking, the product bits are closely related to the convolution 
of the factors and this suggests the use of an all integer Fast Fourier Transform 
technique to speed the computation. 
The reader should consult Appendix B for a detailed numerical example illustrating 
some of the foregoing concepts as well as the decomposition schemes of Section 5. 
4. FACTORING THE TRANSFORM MAP 
It is by now well known [I, 6] that the efficiency of the Fast Fourier Transform 
(hereafter FFT) algorithm is intimately related to the factorization of the transform 
matrix U as a Kronecker product of lower dimensional transforms. Despite this 
realization, the mathematical theory underlying the factorization has never been 
properly developed with the result that derivations of the FFT are still ad hoe and 
somewhat mysterious. Work undertaken independently by Blackwell represented 
a step in the right direction, but his results in [9] fell short of the desired generality. 
In this section we develop the factorization theory from its primitive element, the 
tensor product of algebras. We begin with a brief review of tensor product algebras and 
their homomorphisms. 
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DEFINITION 4. I. Let X and Y be R-algebras with bases (u I ,..., u,,) and (v 1 ..... vm). 
Their tensor product X @ Y is the n 9 m dimensional R-algebra with the symbols 
{u i @ vj I i =: 1,..., n; j --  1 .... , m} as basis, with product induced from X and Y and 
defined by 
(ui | ~,,). (uj | ~) = (~.  uj) | (v~ .v~) 
k=l ~=1 
where {c~ijk} and {fir.,t} are the structure constants of the algebras X and Y. 
I f f  : X -~ X '  and g : Y -~ Y' are R-algebra homomorphisms they naturally induce 
the homomorphism, f @ g : X @ Y -~ X '  @ Y' : ui @ vr ~-~f(ui) @ g(vr). I f fandg  
have matrix representations F and G, then f @ g is represented by F @ G, the latter 
matrix being the so-called Kronecker product o fF  and G [13-15]. The specific form 
ofF  @ G will of course depend on the numerical ordering chosen for the tensor basis. 
The behavior of the Kronecker product under composition is important: 
(F @ G)(M @ N) -- (FM) @ (VN). (4.2) 
In particular, 
F @ G = (F @ I,,)(I~ @ G) = (I~ @ G)(F @ I,,,) (4.2a) 
i fF and G are square matrices of dimensions n and m, respectively. 
We now return to the discussion of Fourier transforms. Assuming that Zn C R and 
n -1 e R, we recall from (3.14) that 8r(a) : R[Zn] --+ R ~ defines an isomorphism for 
each permutation a E S~. If, moreover, n -~ n 1 9 m. . . . . .  nk is any factorization of n, 
we assert hat 
U~I(a~) @ ... @ U,~,:(ak) : R[Z~J @ ... @ R[Zn~] -* R '~ @ ... @ R "k (4.3) 
is an isomorphism of the tensor product algebras for every choice of permutations 
oi e S~.  This is of course obvious since the factors are separately isomorphic. It is 
equally clear that the pointwise algebras R n and R nl @ ... @ R'** are isomorphic as 
R-modules (being of equal dimension). It is an easy exercise in the application of 
definitions to prove that a map 
f : Rnrn~ . . . . . .  ~ __~ R•I @ "'" @ R n~ (4.4) 
will be an algebra isomorphism if and only if it has a permutation matrix representation 
with respect to the canonical bases of unit vectors. 
We note that the matrix of isomorphism in (4.3) may be written as 
(P(al) @ ... @ P(ak)) " (Un 1 @""  @ Un,). 
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Indeed, using arguments analogous to those of Section 3, we have the slightly stronger 
result that an R-linear map 
f :  R[Z,~] (5) "'" | R[Z,k] ~ R"'  |  | R "~ (4.5) 
is an algebra isomorphism if and only i f f  has the matrix representation 
f ~ P(v) ' (Unl  |  | Un~). 
Here v is any permutation on n l 'n  2 . . . . .  nk symbols (Notation: v e S%.,~ . . . . .  n ) .  
We now present he main algebraic fact underlying the Fast Fourier Transform. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let n be a given nonprime integer and let n = n 1 9 no. . . . . .  n~ be any 
factorization. Assume that R is an integral domain containing a primitive n-th root of 
unity together with 1 In. Finally let a, v, r be arbitrary permutations in S n. Then there 
exists a unique R-algebra isomorphism 
~(a, v, r; n 1 ,..., n~): R[Z,] --~ R[Z,I ] | ... (~) R[Z,,] 
for which the following diagram commutes: 
P(v)( Unx | | 
R[Z.,] | | R[Z.~] %|174 . . . .  R" , |174  
R[Z,] u,, 9 R" 
(4.8) 
R[Z,,] | ... | R[Z,~] - -  ) R"' |  | R"~ 
R[Zn] 1,(~) u, ~" Rn 
Proof. There is but one candidate for q~, namely, 
r v, ?; n 1 ,..., nk) = (b~, @ "" @ U~) -1P(v -1) P('c -1) P(a) L~ (4.7) 
By (3.14), (4.4) and (4.5) we see that r is a composition of isomorphisms and thus is 
itself an isomorphism. I] 
Remark. It is evident from (4.1) that to each isomorphism 9 we may attach a 
single permutation, t~ -1 = a" r -1 9 v -1 (recall that (P(a))r~ = 3(a(r), s)). There will 
therefore be nl distinct isomorphisms 
(b(/~; n a ,..., nk) == (Unl |  @ Unk) -1 . p- l( /~). Un, (4.7a) 
one for each bt e S~. Thus (4.6) actually describes a family of commutative diagrams, 
the generic one being 
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We have now induced in a direct and purely algebraic way a set of factorizations 
of Un, 
Un = P(t~) " (U,~, @ "'" @ U,~) " q~(t~; n 1 .... , nk). (4.9) 
The importance of (4.9) derives from the fact that all known (and many previously 
unknown) versions of the Fast Fourier Transform may be derived from it via appro- 
priate choices of the permutation k~. The FFT  is thereby seen in its proper mathematical 
context, one which permits generalizations of the idea to be formulated and assessed. 
5. FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM ALGORITHMS 
Our goal is to present a unified derivation of all possible Fast Fourier Transform 
algorithms, starting from the fundamental decomposition formula (4.9). We continue 
to assume that the transform matrix Un is of composite dimension  = n 1 . . . . .  ne 
and that the ring of scalars R contains 1/n and a primitive n-th root of unity, denoted 
by ~. 
We recall that the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is the name given to a class of 
algorithms which permit the rapid calculation of the discrete Fourier Transform of a 
numerical n-vector f. Thus the FFT  is an efficient prescription for carrying out the 
matrix-vector multiplication f = U~f. The matrix U~ has no null entries; so direct 
computation of Unf  requires on the order of n ~ (complex) multiplications and addi- 
tions. If, however, it is possible to factor Un as a product of sparse matrices, say, 
Un ----- Q, "Q~. . . . .  Qm where Qi has qi nonzero entries, then the calculation 
f == U,~f = QI"  Q2 . . . . .  Q , . f  (5.1) 
will require on the order of ~ i  qi arithmetic operations. Provided Y t qi < n2, an 
improvement results. Algorithms of the FFT  type are characterized by factorizations 
~a k 
of /~  for which ~1 qi ~ n 9 (~1 ni) ~'~ n 9 log n, where n = n 1 9 n.z . . . . .  n , .  Values 
of n > 1000 are common in applications and thus use of the FFT  can reduce the time 
to compute ~f  by two or three orders of magnitude. 
As shown below, efficient factorizations of the form (5.1) are induced by the tensor 
product decomposition 
R[Zn] ~ R[Zn l  ] ~') "'" (~  R[Znk] ;  n = n 1 . . . . .  n/~, 
More precisely, we define the linear maps 
Ej : R[Znt ] (~ ... (!~ R[Zn;  (~ "" ~) R[Zn k] ~ R n' (~ "" @ R n~ 
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via their matrix representations 
Fj = I~ | ... | U~ | ... | 1.~; j -- 1, 2,..., k. 
Using (4.2a), we modify the fundamental formula (4.9) to 
U, ---- P(/z) .F  1 -F2 . . . . .  Fk" ~(/~; nl ..... no). (5.2) 
In most cases the matrix ~b is quite as dense as U~, and for these the decomposition 
of (5.2) is useless. However, we shall show that for appropriate choices of/L ~ S= and 
a second related permutation a ~ Sn, it is always possible to replace (5.2) with 
U~ = P(tz) -F 1 9 A~. F~. A 2 . . . . .  Ak_ ~ 9 F~. P(cr), (5.3) 
where the Ai  are diagonal matrices. A count of nonzero entries in (5.3) verifies that 
k 
UJmay be computed with at the most n 9 (~  nt + 2 + k - -  1) multiplications and 
additions. Efficient programming techniques reduce this number somewhat but the 
dependence on n remains of the form n 9 log n. 
Two different versions of the FFT have been described in the literature. The first 
was proposed in 1958 by I. J. Good [1] and has been dubbed the "prime factor 
algorithm." It is a special case of (5.3) where the A i can be taken as identity matrices. 
The second, a more general version, was developed in 1965 by J. Cooley and J. W. 
Tukey [17]. We begin with a derivation of Good's algorithm. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let  n = n x . . . . .  no 9 Then, 
z .  ~ 2.1 | ..- | Z.~ 
iff the factors nj are pairwise relatively prime. 
Proof. See any standard text, for example, [5]. 
Note that each isomorphism guaranteed by the Lemma is defined by the map 
r :gt ~-+ (I ..... 1), (5.4) 
wheregz is a generator f Zn and (I .... , 1) is the standard generator fZ~l @ -.- @ Z~.  
Combining (3.1) and (4.1), it is easy to see that Znl @ .'. @ Zn~ may be taken as basis 
for R[Z~I ] @ "" @ R[Znk ] under the isomorphism (s 1 .... , sk) ~-+ si @""  @ sk; sj ~ Zn . 
Thus every map defined as in (5.4) induces an isomorphism. 
r : R[Z~] ~ R[Z.J | ... | R[Z~] 
: g = s" g~ ~+ s x @ '" @ sk; sj ~ s (reduced mod nj). 
(5.5) 
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The integer s is uniquely fixed by g and the generator g~ and the map q~ is extended 
linearly from Z,  to R[Zk]. The significance of (5.5) is that each isomorphism so defined 
is represented by a permutation matrix, say P(a~). Using (4.8) it follows that 
(U,~ @ "'" @ Un) " P(ch) " U~ 1 is an isomorphism from R ~ to R "~ @ --" @ R% and 
so it too is a permutation. Denoting the latter by P(tz~-x), we may summarize the discus- 
sion with the prime factor decomposition theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let n = n 1 9 n 2 . . . . .  nk be any decomposition of n into pairwise 
relatively prime factors. Then there exist permutation matrices P(a) and P(I~) for which 
U,, = P(t~) . (U,,, @ ... @ U~,) . P(a) = P(tz) . t~  . . . . .  F,, k 9 P(a). (5.6) 
The explicit correspondence between/~ and a has computational significance and is 
derived in Appendix A. 
Remark 1. The k-dimensional Fourier transform defined in (2.4) is a Kronecker 
product of k one-dimensional transforms and thus immediately admits a factorization 
of the form (5.6) with P(/z) = P(a) -- L~c,,.~ . . . . .  k" 
Remark 2. I f  n is a prime power, the preceding analysis fails. In fact, if n == n 1 9 n~ 
with (nx, nz) > 1, there is no isomorphism ~b : R[Zn] ~ R[Znl ] @ R[Zn,] which has 
a permutation matrix representation with respect o the canonical (groups element) 
bases. This follows from Lemma (5.1) and shows that the condition of Theorem (5.1) 
is necessary as well as sufficient. 
The algorithm of Cooley and Tukey, developed independently of Good's work, 
applies to arbitrary factorizations of the dimension . This generalization is due in part 
to the fact that R[Zn] is isomorphic to R[Z~] @ "" @ R[Z,,~] provided only that 
n = n 1 - nz . . . . .  nk and Z,, C R*. Thus factorizations of the form (5.3) are possible 
(as shown below). Our goal wilt be to derive all permutation pairs (/z, a) for which 
such a decomposition exists. Theorem (5.1) then appears as the special case when all 
the Aj are identity matrices, while the complementary situation includes all algorithms 
of the "Cooley-Tukey" type. We confine discussion to the case of two factors 
n = n 1 9 n 2 . The extension to arbitrary factorizations i a straightforward but nota- 
tionally tedious induction (see [16]). 
Assuming n -- n 1 9 n2, suppose we can find permutations tz and a in S .  for which 
(U~' @ I~,) P-I(/x) U,,P-~(cr)(In, @ U~J) = A, (5.7) 
where A is required to be diagonal. Then by a simple rearrangement we obtain 
U~ := P(tz)(U,,~ @ In, ) A(Inl @ Un,) P(a), (5.8) 
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which is the most general (2-factor) "Cooley-Tukey" decomposition. In order to 
express the matrix Eq. (5.7) in terms of components, it is necessary tochoose an index 
ordering for Kroneeker products. We make this precise in the following 
DEFINITION 5.1. Assume A and B to be square matrices of dimensions n 1 and n 2 , 
respectively. Let T~ be the set of integers {0, l,..., k -- l}. If X : Tn 1 • T% -+ Tn.% 
is any bijection, it induces a Kronecker product of A and B with ordering X via the 
formula 
(A @ B)~(i,~).,(j,~) & AI~B,..~. (5.9) 
Remark. The above freedom in representing Kronecker products has been 
obscured in the literature where attention has been confined to two "canonical" 
bijections, 
xl(J, k) = j + nl " h; x2(j, k) = h + n2 "j. (5.10) 
To reduce (5.7) to component form we assume that ~ is a principal n-th root of 
unity in R*. Then 
= - - -  ( = - -  
and (5.7) becomes 
(5.11) 
Introducing the shorthand notation/2 ~/~-i  o X and 5 ~ cr o X, we now derive an 
important functional equation equivalent to (5.1 ] ). 
LEMMA 5.2. The matrix Eq. (5.11) holds iff the bijections [z and 5 satisfy the following 
functional congruence: 
/2(p, r ) '  5(j, q) ~/2(0, r) .  5(j, O) + nlr q + nzj p (mod n). (5.12) 
Proof. From (5.11) we obtain 
nl--1 
u v i~O 
~nlS(q--v) 9 ~(u,rJ-O(j,v) 
8~0 
nl~l hi--1 
--= 2 2 AtE ~n~+nl~q 3(i,j) 3(r, s). 
i=O a=O 
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The expression on the left is reduced by evaluating the geometric sums 
~"~(~-~) ...... nl3,~(p, u), ~ g"~(q-~) = n2~,~(q, v), (5.13) 
i=O s =0 
where 3~,(r, s) = 1 if r ~ s (rood he), and 0 otherwise. It follows at once that 
~(~,r),o(j.a) : a ~'naJ,+nlrq. Tn l X Tnz - i~ , (p, r), (j, q) c . 
Setting p = q = 0 we obtain the diagonal elements of A (the so-called "Cooley- 
Tukey" phase factors). 
~j~ : ~(o,~).a( J ,o) ;  j - 0 ,  t , . . . ,  n 1 - -  1 ; r = 0 ,  1 , . . . ,  n 2 - -  1. (5 .14)  
Using (5.14) and the fact that ~ is aprimitive n-th root we arrive at (5.12). Conversely, 
assuming (5.12) we multiply each side of the equality 
by (I/n) ~-nzi~-~sq and sum over p and q. The use of formulas analogous to (5.13) 
leads backto (5.11). I[ 
We have now reduced the problem of deriving all Fast Fourier Transform algorithms 
to one of finding all bijective solutions (/2, 6) to the congruence (5.12) since the latter 
has been shown equivalent to (5.8). 
The existence of solutions to (5.12) is (implicitly) assured by the algorithms of Good 
and Cooley-Tukey. In what follows, we derive the necessary conditions which all 
solutions must satisfy. These turn out to be sufficient as well and the results are 
summarized in Theorem (5.2). 
In seeking bijective solutions to (5.12) we denote by }, f, (], j the unique arguments 
for which 6(j, ~) - /2 (} ,  f) = 1. Moreover, unless otherwise specified the ~ symbol 
will indicate that the expression following it is to be reduced modulo n. 
LEMMA 5.3. Every pair of solutions to the congruence (5.12) is of the form 
fz(p, r) ~ fz(O, r) + nzpj, 
(5.15) 
6(j, q) ~ 6(3, O) + n~qf. 
Proof. Using the notation described above, it follows from (5.12) that 
f~(p, r) ~ f~(O, r) 6(j, O) + nlr 4 + n2pj, (5.16) 
o(j, q) r e) o(j, o) + nleq + n2Dj, (5.17) 
1 ~/2(0, f)6(], O) + nli 4 + n2}]. (5 .18)  
571/5/5-6 
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Settingj = j and q = 0 in (5.17) and substituting in (5.18), we obtain 
1 ~ nl+~ + ~(j, 0). (5.19) 
Using the latter in (5.16) yields, 
~z(p, r) ~ ~(0, r) + n2p ] + nl~(r --  ~/~(0, r)). (5.20) 
Since (5.20) must hold for all p and r, and in particular, for p = 0, we see that 
nl~(r -- ~(0,  r)) ~-- O, 
which implies the first of Eqs. (5.15). The second follows by a symmetric argument. II 
Having isolated the p and q dependence it remains to determine/X(0, r) and if(j, 0). 
LEMMA 5.4. The functions ~(j, O) and ~z(O, r) are determined modulo n I and modulo 
n2 , respectively. The formulas are, 
a(.L O) ~- j - l j  (mod nl); /~(0, r) ~ ~-lr (mod n2). (5.21) 
Proof. Directly from (5.12) we see that 
~(0, r)(a(L q) -- a(j, 0)) ~ n~rq, 
which with the aid of (5.15), becomes 
#(0, r) . nlq~ ~ nlqr. 
Dividing each side by nl and setting q = 1, we obtain 
/X(0, r)f ~ r (mod n=). (5.22) 
Since (5.22) holds, in particular, for r = 1, we conclude that (f, n=) = 1, and con- 
sequently ~ has a multiplicative inverse modulo n=. A symmetric argument applies to 
•(j, 0) and shows that ( j ,  nl) = 1. Equations (5.21) are an immediate consequence. II 
From (5.21) it follows that the most general expressions for e(j, 0) and/~(0, r) are 
given by 
a(j, O) =-- j-~j + ~nx , #(0, r) ~ r + ~n2 , (5.23) 
where/3~ and ~r are arbitrary integers, and, with no toss of generality, ]3je {0, 1,..., n~.- 1 }, 
%. ~ {0, 1 .... , n 1 -- 1}. Combining (5.23) with (5.15), we obtain the "trial" solution pair 
O(j,q) =]-x j  +(q~ +B~)nl; ( j ,q )~T,~ • T,,~, 
(5.24) 
~(p, r) = +-lr + (pj + ~)  nz; (p, r) e Tn~ • T , , .  
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LEMMA 5.5. The functions pecified in (5.24) are bijections for arbitrary choices of fij 
and ~r 9 
Proof. Suppose that /2(p, r) =/2(p ' ,  r') and thus that n 2 I f-1(r --  r'). Since 
(n2, f - l )=  1, we conclude that n21( r -  r') which implies that r = r' because 
0 ~ r, r '  < n~. We are left with the congruence (p -- p ' ) j  ~- 0 (mod nl) which in 
view of ( j ,  nl) = 1 forces the conclusion that p = p'. The argument for 5(j, q) is 
symmetric. Thus 5 and/2 are one-one, and hence bijections, since their domain and 
range are of equal cardinality n. [I 
We have seen that it is necessary that (j, nl) = (f, n2) = 1. The next lemma and 
theorem show this requirement to be sufficient as well, thus enabling a definitive 
characterization f all solutions to (5.12). 
LElVIMA 5.6. Let j and f be any integers (1 ~<j < nl; 1 ~ i < n2) relatively prime 
to n 1 and n2 , respectively. Then there exist unique integers ~ and ~ for which, 5(j, ~) = 
i )  = 1. 
Proof. If ] =/2(p, r )~ i - I f -~ (pj + a~)n2, then using the fact that f- i f  = 
1 + kn~ for some integer k, we obtain the congruence 
pj + k) (rood nl). 
Since by assumption (j, nl) .... 1, we have a unique solution i~ = _j- l(a~ + k) 
(reduced modulo nl) for which/2(/~, f) = 1. A similar argument applies to & II 
THEOREM 5.2. -4 pair of bijective functions,/2 and 5 mapping Tnl • T% --+ T~ .% 
will satisfy 
/2(p, r)-  5(j, q) :-~/2(0, r) 5(j, O) + nlr q -~- n2j p (rood n) 
iff/2 and 5 are given by 
/2(p, r) ~ f-lr + (pj + O~r)nx , 5(j, q) ~ j- l j  @ (qf _+. ~j)nz 
for some pair of integers (i, j) subject o (j, nl) = (f, no) = l. The parameters ~r and ~j 
are arbitrary integers. 
Proof. The necessity of these conditions is the substance of the previous lemmas. 
Their sufficiency may be verified (in a straightforward way) by direct substitution 
in (5.12). t[ 
Several consequences of the above analysis will now be noted. 
(1) The original permutations which lead to the FFT  decomposition (5.8) are 
dtermined from the pair (/2, 5) and the arbitrary ordering bijection X chosen to represent 
the Kronecker products. Indeed, 
/~-1 =/2  o X-l; ~r = 5 o X -1. (5.25) 
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Clearly, it is advantageous to select X to be either/2 or 5 since we thereby eliminate one 
permutation matrix in (5.8). In case we choose X ..... 6, we have the decomposition 
P-~(~) U,, = (U,~ @ I~) A(I,~ @ U,~,) 
which avoids all "digit reversals" at the expense of using a row permuted transform. 
For many standard operations, the latter is perfectly satisfactory (see (3.16)). 
(2) One advantage of the approach summarized in Theorem (5.2) is that it 
allows one to assess all possible schemes of implementing the FFT. In fact, of the 
mukitude of permutation pairs possible, it appears that the one implicitly chosen by 
Cooley and Tukey in their ingenious but entirely ad hoc derivation is in fact most 
easily and efficiently programmed. In the notation of (5.34), the FFT literature has 
been based on the choice; j = ~ = 1 and ~r =/3j = 0. Recalling (5.10) we see further 
that the "canonical" order X1 is then equal to 5 while X2 is equal to/2. It is hoped that 
the present formalism will clarify the "combinatorial" aspects of the FFT and the 
programming confusion which they have caused. 
(3) All permutation pairs related to the prime factor algorithm may also be 
derived from (5.24) by requiring A = In (see (5.14)). The details are given in [16] and 
from a different viewpoint in Appendix 1. 
(4) Finally, we observe that the FFT decomposition i no way depends on 
the specific properties of complex numbers. Rather it is an algebraic onsequence of
the fundamental decomposition formula (4.9) and the remarkable fact that the con- 
gruence (5.12) has a solution. Indeed, a formula analogous to (4.9) may be derived 
for arbitrary Vandermonde matrices of composite order (of which the Fourier transform 
is a special case). The major difficulty generalizing the FFT to this case lies in solving 
the analog of (5.12). The details of this investigation will appear in a forthcoming 
paper with R. E. Kalman. 
Al~eEm)ix A 
We give a brief derivation of the explicit form of the permutations encountered in 
Good's algorithm. The calculations provide an example of general Kronecker product 
manipulations. We assume n = n 1 9 n~ . . . . .  n~ with (nt, nj) = 1 for all i @ j. In this 
case there exist integers ~1, ~ ..... ~ for which 
aln/nl + ... + ~kn/n~ 1 (mod n). (i) 
Let ~r : Zn -+ Z% Q "-" G Z** be the isomorphism defined by 
4'~(gr) = (1,..., 1), (2) 
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where gz is a cyclic generator of Z n (i.e., (g, ,  n) =- 1). Then under r the integer 
j ~ Zn is mapped to (s 1 ..... sk) where si ~ j .g~l  (reduced mod ni), with g~i the 
"modulo n" multiplicative inverse of g,. Now let X : Tn, X Tn~ X "'" • T% --~ T~ 
be an arbitrary ordering bijection to enable explicit representation of Kronecker 
products. The isomorphism 
r : R[Z.]  --~ R[Z.,]  @. . .  @ R[Z.,]  
induced as in (5.5) by r has the matrix representation 
(~) r~= if s~(s~ sk ) x 
otherwise, (3) 
or, more concisely, (@,)r, - 3(r, X ~ 6z(s)). Note that ~ is the matrix of the permutation 
cr~ = (X ~ r It remains to determine the associated permutation matrix P(/zz). From 
(5.3) we know that 
P(/z,) == Un" q)T ~ "(/Y~ @-'- @ U,~)-L (4) 
For notational simplicity we work in the complex field and thus (4) is equivalent to 
the component equations, 
nl-1 nk--1 n-1 
(n(/z,))r,,(,~ ..... ,k) -~- E "'" E E e(2~i/n)rj ~(X ~ e l ( J ) ,  X(tl .... , tie)) 
t~=O tk=0 1=0 
9 L e-2~i~=xtmSm/nm 
n 
. . . . . .  e-Z""xt"s"dn% (5) 
tx ~, n 
Using (1) and (2) it is not hard to verify that 
~bTl(tl .... , tk) --=- g~ " ~ a~ntj/nj (reduced mod n), (6) 
j=l 
and therefore (5) breaks into the product of k independent summations, thej-th being 
1 n j--1 
n-~. X e~"i/"#~ = 3.,(rg,c~y , s~). (7) 
~$=0 
Thus the permutation matrix P(/zt) is given explicitly in terms of X, gt, and the a~-, 
k 
(P(l~'))r,x% ..... ,P = ~I  8,,j(rg,aj , sj). (8) 
i=1 
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It is clear from the preceeding analysis that choosing X ----r reduces ~z to the 
identity matrix while the choice 
k 
X(Sl .... , sk) : g-i 1" ~ ~jnsj/n~ 
1 
implies that P(/&) ---- I n . Other choices of X will leave two nonidentity permutations 
in the factorization of Un 9 
APPENDIX B 
Below is presented a simple numerical example involving the use of the "mod p" 
Fourier transform and its FFT decomposition. We shall assume atransform of dimen- 
sion 6 and work in the field Z/19Z ---- R.  It is easily verified that ~ =- 8 is a primitive 
6th root of unity in R*. In fact, the embedded cyclic group is Zn = {8, 7, 18, 11, 12, I}. 
The Fourier transform atrix corresponding to (3.13) in this case is: [i11111] 1 8 7 18 11 12 7 11 1 7 I1 
Un-- 18 1 18 1 18 " (1) 
11 7 1 11 
12 11 18 7 
Observing that 6 -'1 -----16 (modulo 19) we obtain at once the inverse transform, 
(U~I)~ = 16 9 (~-1) ~ ---- 16" (12) k~, since 8 -I = 12 (modulo 19). Explicitly, 
-16 16 16 16 16 16" 
16 14 17 3 5 2 
16 17 5 16 17 5 
16 3 16 3 16 3 
15 5 17 16 5 17 
16 2 5 3 17 14 
(2) 
We next illustrate the "embedding" of a convolution computation in Z/19Z.  
Let u ----- (1, 2, 1, 0, 2, 0), v = (0, 1, 1, 0, 3, 5). Then, 
u * v = (15, 6, 9, 13, 4, 13). 
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Note that no component exceeds 18, so there is no truncation modulo 19. The trans- 
forms of u and v are 
z~ = (6, 8, 2, 2, 14, 12), ~ = (10, 13, 18, 17, 10, 8), 
and thus the pointwise product is 
9 ~ = (3,9, 17, 15,7, 1). 
Applying the inverse transform (2), we obtain 
U~l(u 9 v) = u 9 v = (15, 6, 9, 13, 4, 13), 
as expected. In a serious application a prime much larger than 19 would be chosen, 
the overriding criterion being that each component of u*v  be less than the prime 
modulus. 
Since 6 has the relatively prime factors 3 and 2, both "Good" and "Cooley-Tukey" 
factorizations of U 6 are possible. To effect he decomposition, we first note that 
[ i l ;]  i1 U 3 = 7 1 , Us = (3) 
11 1 18 " 
(The primitive 3rd root is chosen as ~/n2 = ~2 = 83 = 7 (mod 19) in accord with 
the formulas of Section 5). Using the basis order x( i , j )  = i + 2j  (see (5.10)), we 
obtain the Kronecker product 
1 I I  1 I i  1 f 
11811181118 
I I 
- - - - - -  I . . . . .  I . . . . .  
1 1] 1 7111 11 
U2@Ua:  1 lS I, 7 12111 8 (4) 
I I 
. . . .  I . . . . .  I . . . . .  
1 ld l l l  lllk 7 7 
1 18111 8tl 7 12 
In this case it is quickly verified that a row permutation 
and a column permutation 
(1 34, t 
/ ~ = 1 4 3 6 5  
(12345 ) 
e= 1 4 5 2 3 
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suffice to cast (4) into the form (1). As a result, the "Good" prime factor decomposition 
is seen to be 
- lOOOO~ 
000001 
001000 
U6= 010000 
000010 
000100 
1 1,0 0 ,0  07[ -1011 01 I 0' 
1 18',0 01,0 0110 1 I, 0 1', 0 1 
i i I , 
- - -  - i  . . . .  i . . . . . .  i . . . .  L . . . .  
00L, I 1'~0 0 10] 7 0[11 0 
0 0',1 18',0 0 0 11 0 710 11 
I i I i 
- - - I  . . . .  i . . . . . . . .  i . . . .  [ . . . .  
0 0',0 0'11 1 l OlXl 01 7 0 
0 0'10 01118 01' ,  011'1 0 7 
-100000"  
000100 
000010 
010000 
001000 
000001 
(5) 
Explicitly, 
-100000 
001000 
000010 
= 010000 
000100 
000001 
m 
These facts lead to the decomposition 
1 1,0 0 ,0  
118',0 010 
I I 
- - - i  . . . .  I -  - - 
0 0'i l  l l 0  
0 0111810 
I 
- - - i  . . . .  i -  - - 
0 010 011 
0 0[0 0',i 
U 6 = P(Iz)(U~ @ 13) A( I  2 @ U3). 
Oleo o ,o o, o o 
0 1 ' ,00100 
I I 
0 00110100 
o 00108 ' ,00  
I I 
1 O0100 l l  0 
18 00 ' ,00107 
'10,  1 0, 1 0- 
01' ,  0 11 0 1 
I I 
- - - i  . . . .  I . . . .  
10]  7 0',11 0 
o1', o 71 Ol l  
I I 
- - - i  . . . .  I . . . .  
10[11 0]7  0 
01 t, 011l  0 7 
(6) 
Equations (5.25) imply that ~ is the identity permutation while 
(123456)  
~ = 1 4 2 5 3 6 "  
[i0000;] 0 1 0 0 0 ~  
A = 0 0 1 0 0  
0 0 0 8 0  
0001 
0000 
As a final example, we shall exhibit a "Cooley-Tukey" decomposition of (1). 
In the notation of Lemma 5.2 we let n x = 2 and n2 = 3, and choose from among the 
solutions of (5.12): 
f i (p,r)  = r + 3p, p , j  = O, 1, 
8(j, q) = j + 2q r, q = O, 1, 2. 
Continuing to use the index bijection x(i, j) = i + 2j (note that X = 5) we see from 
(5.14) that the matrix A of "phase factors" is given by 
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